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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

STAFF REPORT 

Address: 12 E. Melrose Street, Chevy Chase Meeting Date: 5/22/2024 

Resource: Contributing Resource Report Date: 5/15/2024 

Chevy Chase Village Historic District 

Public Notice: 5/8/2024 

Applicant: Leslie McKay 

(Joshua Dean, Agent) Tax Credit: n/a 

Review: 1066558 Staff: Dan Bruechert 

Proposal: Hardscape alterations, pool alteration, fence alteration, and tree removal 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends the HPC approve the HAWP application.  

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION: 

SIGNIFICANCE: Contributing Resource within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District 

STYLE: Colonial Revival 

DATE: 1918 

Figure 1: The subject property is located near the eastern boundary of the historic district. 
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I.A 

PROPOSAL 

 

The applicant proposes several alterations to the pool area and patio in the rear, add a gate to the existing 

fence, and to remove a tree. 

 

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES 

 

When reviewing alterations and new construction within the Chevy Chase Village Historic District 

several documents are to be utilized as guidelines to assist the Commission in developing their decision. 

These documents include the historic preservation review guidelines in the approved and adopted 

amendment for the Chevy Chase Village Historic District (Guidelines), Montgomery County Code 

Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A), and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Standards).  

The pertinent information in these documents is outlined below. 
 

Chevy Chase Village Historic District Guidelines  

 

The Guidelines break down specific projects into three levels of review - Lenient, Moderate and Strict 

Scrutiny.  

 

“Lenient Scrutiny” means that the emphasis of the review should be on issues of general massing and 

scale, and compatibility with the surrounding streetscape, and should allow for a very liberal 

interpretation of preservation rules.  Most changes should be permitted unless there are major problems 

with massing, scale or compatibility. 

 

“Moderate Scrutiny” involves a higher standard of review than “lenient scrutiny.”  Besides issues of 

massing, scale and compatibility, preserving the integrity of the resource is taken into account.  

Alterations should be designed so that the altered structure still contributes to the district.  Use of 

compatible new materials, rather than the original building materials, should be permitted.  Planned 

changes should be compatible with the structure’s existing design, but should not be required to replicate 

its architectural style. 

 

“Strict Scrutiny” means that the planned changes should be reviewed to insure that the integrity of the 

significant exterior architectural or landscaping features and details is not compromised.  However, strict 

scrutiny should not be “strict in theory but fatal in fact” i.e. it does not mean that there can be no changes 

but simply that the proposed changes should be reviewed with extra care. 

 

o Fences should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are visible from the public right-of-

way, lenient scrutiny if they are not. 

o Gazebos and other garden structures should be subject to moderate scrutiny if they are 

visible from the public right-of-way, lenient scrutiny if they are not. 

o Lot coverage should be subject to strict scrutiny, in view of the critical importance of 

preserving the Village’s open park-like character. 

o Sidewalks should be subject to strict scrutiny with regard to the ir impact on landscaping, 

particularly mature trees.  In addition, sidewalks pertaining to outstanding resources should 

be subject to strict scrutiny.  In all other respects, sidewalks should be subject to moderate 

scrutiny. 

o Swimming pools should be subject to lenient scrutiny.  However, tree removal should be 

subject to strict crutiny as noted below. 

o Tree removal should be subject to strict scrutiny and consistent with the Chevy Chase Village 

Urban Forest Ordinance. 
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I.A 

▪ The Guidelines state five basic policies that should be adhered to, including: 

 

o Preserving the integrity of the Chevy Chase Village Historic District.  Any alterations should, 

at a minimum, perpetuate the ability to perceive the sense of time and place portrayed by the 

district. 

o Preserving the integrity of contributing structures. Alterations should be designed in such a 

way that the altered structure still contributes to the district. 

o Maintaining the variety of architectural styles and the tradition of architectural excellence. 

o Design review emphasis should be restricted to changes that will be visible from the front or 

side public right-of-way, or that would be visible in the absence of vegetation or landscaping. 

o Alterations to the portion of a property that are not visible from the public-right-of-way 

should be subject to a very lenient review.  Most changes to the rear of the properties should 

be approved as a matter of course. 

 

Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A-8 

 

(b) The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to such 

conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and requirements of 

this chapter, if it finds that: 

(1) The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic 

resource within an historic district; or 

(2) The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological,           

architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic 

resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the 

purposes of this chapter; or 

(d)  In the case of an application for work on an historic resource located within an historic district, the 

commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design 

significance or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the 

historic or architectural value of surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of 

the historic district. 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation: 

#2: The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive 

materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be 

avoided. 

#9:  New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, 

features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property.  The new work shall be differentiated 

from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and 

massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment. 

#10: New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if 

removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would 

be unimpaired. 

STAFF DISCUSSION 

The subject property is a double lot, with the house oriented to the western side, which creates a large 

left-side yard.  At the rear of the property, there is a swimming pool and a brick patio.  The applicant 

proposes to make several changes to the rear of the property including: 
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• Repairs to the existing swimming pool (staff has determined these are in-kind and are not subject 

to HPC review),  

• Removing the existing brick patio and replacing it with a flagstone patio,  

• Constructing a free-standing fireplace and gravel area, 

• Adding a gate to the existing fence, 

• Adding steps to an existing rear deck,  

• Replacing the front walk and adding a dry-laid stone path, and  

• Removing one tree. 

 

Staff find the collective impact of the work proposed will be minimal and Staff recommends the HPC 

approve the HAWP. 

 

Rear Patio Alterations 

At the rear of the house, the applicant proposes to remove the existing brick patio, install a new in-ground 

spa, and install a new flagstone patio.  The existing brick patio and pool area are not historic features and 

Staff finds their removal will not have an impact on the historic character of the site or surrounding 

district.   

 

Staff finds the proposed flagstones are an appropriate material that has been widely approved in the 

Chevy Chase Village Historic District.  Additionally, Staff finds the proposed hardscaping alterations, 

including the gravel area adjacent to the proposed fireplace (discussed below) will result in a nominal 

increase in paving at the subject property.  The applicant calculated the existing pool deck hardscape is 

1832.5 ft2 (one thousand, eight hundred thirty-two and a half square feet), and the total proposed rear 

hardscaping is 1858 ft2 (one thousand, eight hundred fifty-eight square feet).  Finally, Staff finds that this 

work will not be at all visible from the public right-of-way and, per the Design Guidelines, this work 

should be subject to a very lenient review.  Under these considerations, Staff finds the work will not have 

a negative impact on the character of the site or the surrounding historic district and recommends the HPC 

approve the rear patio alterations. 

 

Fireplace Construction 

Along the east property line, the applicant proposes to construct a freestanding stone fireplace.  The 

fireplace will be 12’ 3” (twelve feet, three inches) tall and will be 9’ 9 ¼” (nine feet, nine and one-quarter 

inches) wide at its base and narrows toward the top.  The fireplace exterior will be covered in a stone 

veneer with flagstone caps.  The applicant proposes to install a gravel area west of the proposed fireplace.  

The proposed gravel area measures approximately 20’ × 20’ (twenty feet square) and will have a 

flagstone border.  

 

Under the Design Guidelines, the proposed fireplace should be reviewed under moderate scrutiny.  Under 

this level of review, the primary concern is that the resource will still contribute to the historic character 

of the surrounding district.  Staff finds this feature will be visible from the right of way, but that it will be 

seen as a contemporary garden feature that will not detract from the character of the surrounding district.  

Staff additionally finds that the structure could be removed in the future without impairing the integrity of 

the resource or surrounding historic district, per Standard 10.  Staff further finds the adjacent gravel patio 

will not impact the character of the site and will not impact any existing trees.  Staff recommends the 

HPC approve the proposed fireplace and gravel patio.   

 

New Fence Gate 

The existing fence 5’ (five foot) tall wood picket fence satisfies the county’s fence requirement 

surrounding the pool area.  The existing fence runs from the front wall plane of the house to the eastern 

property line, parallel to the street.  The applicant proposes to install a 4’ (four foot) wide gate in the 

existing fence.  The gate will match the existing fence in design, materials, and height. 
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Staff finds the proposed gate will not have a significant impact on the character of the site or surrounding 

district and the only visible change will be installing an additional post to support the gate mechanism.  

Staff finds this change is de minimis and should be approved as a matter of course.  

 

Rear Deck Stairs 

The existing wood deck has a set of rear-loading steps.  The applicant proposes to install a second set of 

stairs, in wood, matching the appearance of the existing deck that will load to the east toward the side 

yard.  This change will not be at all visible from the public right-of-way. 

 

Staff finds this change will not have a significant impact on the character of the site and is a minor 

modification to a non-historic feature.  Staff additionally finds the material is appropriate for the site and 

existing construction and would have been approved at the Staff level if the alteration was proposed as a 

stand-alone modification.  Staff recommends the HPC approve the deck stairs under 24A-8(b)(2) and (d), 

the Design Guidelines, and Standards 2, 9, and 10.    

 

Front Walk Alteration and New Path 

The existing walkway at the front of the house is brick set in a herringbone pattern.  It does not appear to 

be a historic feature.  In its place, the applicant proposes to install a new path in flagstones that matches 

the proposed patio (discussed above).  The width of the patio will be maintained, but the landing at the 

base of the stairs will be enlarged slightly.  The applicant also proposes installing a dry-laid stone path 

along the left (east) side of the house in matching flagstones.   

 

Staff finds the proposed flagstone is a material that is compatible with the character of the site and 

surrounding district.  Staff further finds the minimal increase in the paved area will not have a significant 

visual impact on the site nor will it impact any trees.  Staff recommends the HPC approve the new walk 

and path under the Design Guidelines and 24A-8(d). 

 

Tree Removal 

The applicants propose to remove a Magnolia at the rear of the property.  The applicants did not provide a 

measurement at breast height (d.b.h.) but did identify the tree as approximately 30’ (thirty feet tall) and in 

declining health.  A replacement tree was not included in the proposal, however, the applicant is 

proposing a full-site landscape plan.   

 

Staff finds that the tree has several dead branches, as shown in Figure 2, below.  Additionally, Staff finds 

the tree is not visible from the public right-of-way, due to its location directly behind the house and at the 

rear property line.  While Staff finds the tree removal will not negatively impact the district’s park-like 

setting and recommends the HPC approve the tree removal under the Design Guidelines, Staff reminds 

the applicant that Chevy Chase Village’s Urban Forest Ordinance may require additional tree plantings 

and encourages the applicant to contact the Village office to ensure compliance.  Any additional tree 

plantings will not require a Historic Area Work Permit. 
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I.A 

 
Figure 2: The magnolia proposed for removal. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application under the Criteria for Issuance in 

Chapter 24A-8(b)(1), (2), and (d) having found that the proposal is compatible in character with the 

district and the purposes of Chapter 24A;  

 

and with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation #2, #9, and #10; 

 

and with the general condition that the applicant shall present an electronic set of drawings, if 

applicable, to Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) staff for review and stamping prior to 

submission for the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services (DPS) building permits; 

 

and with the general condition that final project design details, not specifically delineated by the 

Commission, shall be approved by HPC staff or brought back to the Commission as a revised HAWP 

application at staff’s discretion; 

 

and with the general condition that the applicant shall notify the Historic Preservation Staff if they 

propose to make any alterations to the approved plans.  Once the work is completed the applicant will 

contact the staff person assigned to this application at 301-563-3400 or 

dan.bruechert@montgomeryplanning.org to schedule a follow-up site visit. 
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APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
301.563.3400

APPLICANT:

Name: ___________________________________    E-mail: _________________________________

Address: _________________________________  City: ________________ Zip:____________ 

Daytime Phone: ___________________________  Tax Account No.: _________________________ 

AGENT/CONTACT (if applicable):

Name: ___________________________________    E-mail: _________________________________

Address: _________________________________  City: ________________ Zip:____________ 

Daytime Phone: ___________________________  Contractor Registration No.: _______________ 

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE: MIHP # of Historic Property___________________________

Is the Property Located within an Historic District? 

Is there an Historic Preservation/Land Trust/Environmental Easement on the Property? If YES, include a 
map of the easement, and documentation from the Easement Holder supporting this application.

Are other Planning and/or Hearing Examiner Approvals /Reviews Required as part of this Application? 
(Conditional Use, Variance, Record Plat, etc.?) If YES, include information on these reviews as 
supplemental information. 

Building Number: ________________ Street: ______________________________________________ 

Town/City: __________________________ Nearest Cross Street: __________________________________ 

Lot: ____________ Block: ___________ Subdivision: _______ Parcel: _____

TYPE OF WORK PROPOSED: See the checklist on Page 4 to verify that all supporting items 
for  proposed work are submitted with this application. Incomplete Applications will not 
be accepted for review. Check all that apply:
� New Construction
� Addition
� Demolition
� Grading/Excavation

� Deck/Porch
� Fence
� Hardscape/Landscape
� Roof

� Shed/Garage/Accessory Structure
� Solar
� Tree removal/planting
� Window/Door
� Other:__________________

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct
and accurate and that the construction will comply with plans reviewed and approved by all necessary
agencies and hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Signature of owner or authorized agent Date

For Staff only:
HAWP#______________
Date assigned_______

__Yes/District Name_________________
__No/Individual Site Name_________________
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Description of Property: Please describe the building and surrounding environment. Include information on significant structures, 
landscape features, or other significant features of the property:

Description of Work Proposed: Please give an overview of the work to be undertaken:
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Work Item 1:

Description of Current Condition: Proposed Work:

Work Item 2:

Description of Current Condition: Proposed Work:

Work Item 3:

Description of Current Condition: Proposed Work:
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HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT 
CHECKLIST OF 

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 
 

 Required 
Attachments 

      

 
Proposed 
Work 

I. Written 
Description 

2. Site Plan 3. Plans/ 
Elevations 

4. Material 
Specifications 

5. Photographs 6. Tree Survey 7. Property 
Owner 
Addresses 

 
New 
Construction 

 
* * * 

 
* * 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Additions/ 
Alterations 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Demolition 

 
* * 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Deck/Porch 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

*  
* 

 
Fence/Wall 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Driveway/ 
Parking Area 

 
* 

 
* 

  
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

Grading/Exc
avation/Land
scaing 

* * 
 

* * * * 

 
Tree Removal * * 

  
* * * * 

 
Siding/ Roof 
Changes 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

  
* 

Window/ 
Door Changes * * * * * 

 
* 

 
Masonry 
Repair/ 
Repoint 

 
* * 

 
* 

 
* * 

 

* 

 
Signs 

 
* * * 

 
* * 

 
* 
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FIREPLACE detail
scale: 34"=1'-0"

examples/materials

carderock fireplace with thermal flagstone details buff/gray gravel area four season garden: evergreens, ornamentals, perennials
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p o o l

s p a

l a w n

fireplace. see

construction detail. CARDEROCK VENEER IN A ROUGH

ASHLAR PATTERN, BLIND MORTAR, RUN GAS LINE FOR WOOD

STARTER, 2" THERMAL FLAGSTONE CAPS/ ACCENTS, HEARTH,

ANTIQUED FIRE BRICK (NOT BEIGE), 5" thermal mantelpiece

ex. japanese maple to remain

g a r a g e

d r i v e

ex. dogwood to remain

ex. dawn redwood

ex. dogwood
ex. arborvitae

plan view

l a w n

SUNNY PERENNIALS, (2) clematis jackmanii

ex. oak

ex. maple

ex. magnolia

(3) 'american pillar' arborvitae

(1) 'american pillar' arborvitae

brick side walk

(5) BOXWOOD 'FASTIGIATA'

(1) 'SEIRYU' japanese maple

spa equipment

(3) green giant arb.

(3) WEEPING ALASKACEDAR

(3) 'GREEN GIANT' ARBORVITAE

(3) anabelle hydrangea

(1) spice island viburnum

(2) green giant arb.

ex. magnolia to remain

ex. holly trees (1) green giant

remove declining magnolia

(4) european hornbeam 'fastigiata'

ADD NEW 7' x 7' (interior) gunite spa, STANDARD JETS,

ONE WALL WITH THERAPEUTIC JETS (2) CLUSTERS OF 3 JETS,

TILE BAND, PEBBLESHEEN OR SIMILAR FINISH,

EXTERNAL SALTWATER EQUIPMENT WITH HEATER,

AUTOMATION VIA IPHONE, (2) LED LIGHTS,

14" 2" thermal flagstone cap/coping. includes

UPGRADE TO THERAPEUTIC JETS AND AUTOCOVER

with vault. Spa to be flush with pool deck.

OPTION FOR a brushed aluminum safety rail.

thermal flagstone (select blue) SET ON CONCRETE

WITH MORTARED JOINTS, custom pattern per plan,

linear 1'x3', 18"x3', 2'x3'.

REMOVE EXISTING BRICK POOL DECK

weeping european hornbeam

(carpinus betulus 'pendula')

(4) holly 'fineline'

DRY-LAID 2" thermal tread pathway, 1'x6' & 2'x6' pieces

BOXWOOD 'WINTER GEM'

ex. hydrangea vine to

remain

ex. winterberry to remain

river stone

ex. drain box

geranium 'biokovo'

french drain w/ 4" perf. pipe & 34" riverstone

(3) green beauty box.

green beauty box.

4" french drain w/ perf. pipe & 34" riverstone4" french drain w/ perf. pipe & 34" riverstone swale

EXISTING POOL RENOVATION TO INCLUDE,

REPLACE 2 LIGHTS WITH LED FIXTURES,

(2) NEW DRAINS, PEBBLESHEEN OR SIMILAR

FINISH, REINSTALL POOLCOVER TRACK, NEW TILE.

NOTE: EXISTING POOL EQUIPMENT TO REMAIN 3/8" BUFF ANGULAR GRAVEL,

21A BASE, STEEL EDGING AT BED LINE

3/8" BUFF ANGULAR GRAVEL, 21A BASE,

THERMAL FLAGSTONE BORDER

WHERE SHOWN, STEEL EDGING AT PLANTING AREAS

'CHINDO' VIBURNUM

THERMAL FLAGSTONE WALKWAY,

ENTRY SPACE,

SYMETTRICAL 30"X30" PLANTERS

'WINTER GEM' BOXWOOD

AUTUMN FERN

FRONT YARD PERENNIAL MIX:

*AUTUMN FERN

*DIXIE WOOD FERN

*CAREX 'ice dance', 'everillo', cvs.

*HAKONECHLOA macra 'aureola'

*ASTILBE CVS.

*HELLEBORE 'sparkling diamond',

"lady" hybrids

*LAMIUM cvs.

*TIARELLA 'running tapestry'

*epimedium 'lilafee'

*DEUTZIA 'nikko' & 'chardonnay

pearls'

WOODLAND GARDEN PERENNIAL MIX:

*AUTUMN FERN

*CRESTED IRIS

*HELLEBORE 'sparkling diamond', "lady" hybrids

*ASTILBE 'milk & honey'

*JAPANESE ANEMONE 'robustissima, 'honorine jobert'

*HAKONECHLOA macra 'aureola'

*BRUNNERA 'alexander's great'

*CAREX 'Hobb bunny blue', 'ice dance', 'everillo', 'eversheen'

*HEUCHERA 'berry smoothie', 'citronelle', 'northern exposure'

*HEUCHERELLA CVS.

*TIARELLA 'running tapestry'

*GALLIUM odoratum

*GALANTHUS nivalis & leucojom aestivum

*IBERIS 'snow cushion'

*CHELONE 'hot lips'

*DEUTZIA 'nikko' & 'chardonnay pearls'

*HOSTA 'FRANCES WILLIAMS', PLANTAGINEA, 'BIG DADDY' OR 'BLUE

MAMMOTH'

*astrantia major 'roma'

REAR GARDEN PERENNIAL MIX:

*ARTEMISIA 'POWIS CASTLE'

*SALVIA 'SNOW HILL', 'ROSE MARVEL', 'may night'

*PHLOX PANICULATA 'david' & david's lavender'

*LEUCANTHEMUM 'ice star'

*ASTER 'monch'

*PLATYCODON 'astra pink'

*SEDUM (LOW) CVS. 'john creech', 'sieboldii, 'angelina'

*PHYSOSTEGIA 'MISS MANNERS'

*CREEPING THYME

*COLUMBINE 'rose' & 'dorothy rose'

*GAURA 'whirling butterflies'

*STOKESIA 'honeysong' & 'mary gregory'

*HEMEROCALLIS 'joan senior' & 'purple d'oro'

*ECHINACEA 'butterfly kisses' & 'fragrant angel'

*chysanthemum 'helen mae'

*PENSTEMON 'HUSKER RED'

*ITOH PEONY 'BARTZELLA'

FIREPLACE GARDEN/SUNNY PERENNIAL MIX:

*AUTUMN FERN

*PHLOX PANICULATA 'david' & 'david's lavender'

*VERBENA BONARIENSIS

*GAURA 'whirling butterflies'

*CALAMINTha

*CATMINT 'walker's low'

*ASTER 'monch'

*ARTEMISIA 'POWIS CASTLE'

*IRIS cvs. (bearded, siberian, japanese)

*PEONY 'FESTIVA MAXIMA' & 'felix crousse'

*BAPTISIA 'purple smoke' & 'alba'

*SALVIA 'rose marvel', 'may night', 'snow hill'

*COLUMBINE 'rose' & 'dorothy rose'

*STOKESIA 'honeysong' & 'mary gregory'

*LYCHNIS 'petite jenny'

*DAPHNE 'CAROL MACKIE' & 'AUREOMARGINATA'

*campanula 'freya'

*trifolium 'rubens'

FALL BLOOMING CAMELLIAS,

'WINTER'S STAR'

(lavender, yellow center)

CAMELLIA 'NUCCIO'S GEM'

48" SPECIMEN BOXWOOD

SPIREA 'OGON'

JAPANESE PLUM YEW 'DRUPACEA

JAPANESE PLUM YEW 'DUKE GARDENS'

SPIREA 'ANTHONY WATERER'

LOUNGE CHAIRS, PLANtERS,

UMBRELLA (usage/not install

at this time)

GRILL AREA (usage/not install)

REVISE TO ADD STEPS PER PLAN

DRIVEWAY sunny  PERENNIAL/BULB MIX:

*NARCISSUS 'MT. HOOD'

*NARCISSUS 'MARIEKE'

*campanula 'freya'

*camassia

*peony 'sarah bernhardt'

*iris sibirica 'caesar's brother' &

'butter 'n sugar',

*iris germanica 'immortality'

*iris ensata 'variegata'

*amsonia hubrichtii

scale: 1/8" - 1'-0"

outdoor furnishings, STYLE TO BE SPECIFIED

MCKINNON & HARRIS DUVAL day bed WITH

(2) LARKS DRINKS TABLES WITH 21" ROUND LARGE

ADAMS DRINKS TOPS
DINING TABLE AND CHAIRS TO BE SPECIFIED,

CONTRACTED SEPARATELY

EX. PLANTERS TO REMAIN

7'

7'

OAKLEAF HYDRANGA 'ALICE'

12' 'GREEN GIANT'

PROPOSED SCULPTURE/garden ornament

(RENOVATION)

(NEW)

ADD RIVER STONE SWALE AROUND GARAGE, ADD (2) CATCH

BASINS, TIE INTO EX. PIPES

ADD 3'x3' DRY WELL filled with

#57 gravel AT END OF EX. daylit PIPE, FINISH

AT SURFACE WITH RIVER STONE (Typ.,

applies to all daylit drains). clean and

fine tune existing drain system, catch

basins. adjust pipes where necessary

due to new plantings.

5' SIGI'S BASIN WATER FEATURE, CENTRAL UNDERWATER LIGHT,

6' SUBSURFACE BASIN, top BASIN WITH RIVERJACK,

SUBMERSIBLE PUMP. sigi's BASIN FINISH: MATTE SLATE,

2" thermal border

'WOLF EYES' CORNUS KOUSA

TRILLIUM, BLOODROOT, JACK IN THE PUPLIT *IF

AVAILABLE

'AMERICAN PILLAR' ARBORVITAE

STEWARTIA (MUST BE FROM

FOXBOROUGH)

STEEL EDGING ON ALL

STRAIGHT/ANGLED BEDS

l a w n

'MOHAWK' VIBURNUM

NOTE: DESIGNER AND CLIENT TO

REVIEW BULB SELECTION IN AUGUST FOR

A FALL INSTALLATION.

CREATE DAFFODIL/NARCISSUS BED

AT BASE OF MAGNOLIA, MIX OF

'PHEASANT'S EYE' AND 'DALLAS'

REMOVE BRICK, ADD FLAGSTONE PAVING AND STEPPERS

'SUNNY' KNOCKOUT (FOR

LONG TERM FRAGRANCE)

DRY-LAID FLAGSTONE IN AREA

BETWEEN CURB AND SIDEWALK,

PER VILLAGE REQUIREMENTS

EX. LARGE OAK TO REMAIN

EX. DECK

scale: 1/8" = 1'-0"

designed by: JOSHUA DEAN

date: 4-17-2024

page: 1 of 1

revisions:

MASTER PLAN

THE mcKay RESIDENCE
12 e melrose street

chevy chase, md

20815
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	HAWP: 1066558
	Date assigned: 
	Name: Leslie McKay
	Email: lesliemckay57@gmail.com
	Address: 12 East Melrose Street
	City: Chevy Chase
	Zip: 20815
	Daytime Phone: 203-803-3769
	Tax Account No: 00454300
	Name_2: Joshua Dean
	Email_2: joshd@wheats.com
	Address_2: 8620 Park St.
	City_2: Vienna
	Zip_2: 22039
	Daytime Phone_2: 571-233-4112
	Contractor Registration No: 128271
	LOCATION OF BUILDINGPREMISE MIHP  of Historic Property: M: 35-13
	YesDistrict Name: Village of Chevy Chase
	NoIndividual Site Name: 
	Building Number: 
	Street: 
	TownCity: 
	Nearest Cross Street: 
	Lot: 
	Block: 
	Subdivision: 
	Parcel: 
	Other: New spa, Pool Renovation
	Date: 4-17-2024
	Signature1_es_:signer:signature: Joshua Dean
	Check Box3: Off
	Check Box4: Off
	Check Box5: Off
	Check Box6: Off
	Check Box7: Off
	Check Box8: Off
	Check Box9: Yes
	Check Box10: Off
	Check Box11: Off
	Check Box12: Off
	Check Box13: Yes
	Check Box14: Off
	Check Box15: Yes
	District Yes: x
	District No: 
	Owners mailing address: Leslie McKay
12 East Melrose Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
	Adjacent and confronting Property Owners mailing addressesRow1: 
8 East Melrose Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
	Adjacent and confronting Property Owners mailing addressesRow1_2: 
16 East Melrose Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
	Adjacent and confronting Property Owners mailing addressesRow2: 
11 East Lenox Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
	Adjacent and confronting Property Owners mailing addressesRow2_2: 
15 East Lenox Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
	Adjacent and confronting Property Owners mailing addressesRow3: 15 East Melrose Street Chevy Chase 2081513 East Melrose StreetChevy Chase Md 20815
	Adjacent and confronting Property Owners mailing addressesRow3_2: 11 East Melrose StreetChevy Chase MD 20815
	Ower's Agent: Joshua Dean
Wheat's Landscape
8620 Park Street
Vienna, VA 22180
	Text1: Property features a single family home with detached garage, existing pool with brick decking/patios and a variety of ornamental and shade trees. 
	Text2: The overall landscape will be improved to feature: a pool renovation (remove existing plaster and install new), repair existing pool lighting; install and in-ground therapeutic spa near the pool; replace the brick pool deck with a thermal blue flagstone pool deck (matches existing pool coping); replace elements of the existing brick patios with buff/gray gravel areas; add a free-standing outdoor stone fire place  (Carderock stone with thermal flagstone accents); add a low, overflowing bowl water feature near the pool; add 3 steps to an existing wood deck; add a single gate to an existing fence; add a dry-laid thermal flagstone garden path from the front yard to the rear; improve the plantings throughout the property to create a four season garden featuring ornamental trees, flowering shrubs, evergreens, perennials and lawns; replace the existing brick front walkway with a thermal flagstone walkway in the same location.
	Work Item 1: Hardscape Improvements
	undefined: 
	Description of Current Condition: The property features a pool with surrounding brick pool decking and patios. The existing landscape structures have begun to deteriote and require either maintenance or replacement.
	Proposed Work: The homeowner wishes to renovate the pool to include lighting repair, plaster removal, and plaster replacement. A new, fully in-ground spa (7'x7' water dimension) with autocover to match the finish of the pool will be installed. The brick hardscape will be replaced by thermal blue flagstone to surround the pool and spa, and buff/gray gravel elsewhere. A free-standing fireplace will be installed. All features will be screened from the road and adjacent properties with evergeen plant material. A thermal flagstone path from the front yard to the back will be installed. A low, overflowing bowl water feature will be installed near the pool. The front brick walkway will be removed and replaced with a thermal blue flagstone walkway in the same location.
	Work Item 2: Landscape Improvements
	undefined_2: 
	Description of Current Condition_2: The property currently features a variety of large and small plantings. 
	Proposed Work_2: Plantings are planned throughout the property to accent the existing plant material and define the newly planned garden and hardscape features. The homeowner is an experienced gardener and the planting plan features a rich assortment of evergreens, specimen ornamentals and four seasons of flowers and interest.

All trees will be kept with the exception of a damaged and unsightly Magnolia at the rear of the property that we request permission for removal.
	Work Item 3: 
	undefined_3: 
	Description of Current Condition_3: 
	Proposed Work_3: 


